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Barbie 2017-05-26
a lively and charming volume showcasing hundreds of beautifully detailed and accessorized lifestyle images from
the barbiestyle instagram page vividly illustrating the modern identity and unique point of view of barbie the art of
barbiestyle features inspiring text written by barbie style includes delightful texts written by barbie herself this hot
pink treasure of a book presentsing her her affirmational outlook on life travel and the importance of celebrating
special times with good friends author reflecting the ambitions and aspirations of generations of children barbie is
far more than just a toy she mirrors the evolution of modern culture and provides the ultimate canvas for artistic
and fashion inspiration born in 1959 barbie arrived on the scene and took the world by storm as a new kind of doll
for a more grown up mode of children s play and over nearly sixty years she has become the most iconic and
recognizable doll in the world reflecting the ambitions and aspirations of generations of children barbie is far more
than just a toy she mirrors the evolution of modern culture and provides the ultimate canvas for artistic and fashion
inspiration over 300 illustrations

Barbie's Queer Accessories 1995
this book discusses the history of the barbie doll and at the cultural reappropriations of barbie by artists collectors
and especially lesbians and gay men

Naked Barbies, Warrior Joes, and Other Forms of Visible Gender
2003
in this folkloric examination of mass produced material culture in the united states jeannie banks thomas examines
the gendered sculptural forms that are among the most visible including barbie ken and g i joe dolls yard figures
gnomes geese and flamingos and cemetery statuary angels sports related images figures of the virgin mary
soldiers and politicians images of females are often emphasized or sexualized frequently through nudity or partial
nudity whereas those of the male body are not only clothed but also armored in the trappings of action and
aggression thomas locates these various objects of folk art within a discussion of the post women s movement
discourse on gender in addition to the items themselves thomas explores the stories and behaviors they generate
including legends of the supernatural about cemetery statues oral narratives of yard artists and accounts of pranks
involving yard art narratives about children s play with barbie ken and g i joe and the electronic folklore or e lore
about barbie that circulates on the internet

Courage Grows Strong at the Wound 2010-10-06
award winning peace journalist robert c koehler provocatively trespasses beyond consensus thinking and settled
boundaries of conventional reporting into the risky realms of secular spirituality and the human heart in the process
he breaks down walls separating news from caring in courage grows strong at the wound koehler takes you on a
journey that begins with his own grief losing his wife to cancer in 1998 through the events that shaped our young
tumultuous century culminating in the experience of an iraq war veteran speaking at the winter soldier hearings in
washington d c describing what it s like to look through the sights of a rifle at a six year old iraqi boy this
spellbinding book is a plea for sanity and disarmament a celebration of the wonder of life and a cry of faith in an
empowering love that can save us koehler has received thousands of letters over the years from readers who were
moved sometimes to tears by his piercing prayerful essays

Game Devs & Others 2018-05-23
game devs others tales from the margins tell the true stories of life in the industry by people of color lgbtqia and
other marginalized identities this collection of essays give people a chance to tell their stories and to let others
know what life on the other side of the screen is like when you re not part of the supposed majority key features
this book is perfect for anyone interested in getting into the games industry who feels they have a marginalized
identity for those who wish to better diversify their studio or workplace who may or may not have access to
individuals that could or would share their stories about the industry includes initiatives aimed at diversifying the
industry that have a positive or negative impact on the ongoing discussions coverage of ajor news items about
diversity conferences aimed at or having diversity at its core of content and mission are discussed included essays
are written with as little game dev specific jargon as possible makeing it accessible to people outside the industry
as well as those in the scene but that may not have all the insider lingo

Of Cigarettes, High Heels, and Other Interesting Things 2018-04-27
this book deals with one the most interesting aspects of human life the search for meaning it discusses how the
science of semiotics is equipped to provide insight on what meaning is and how we produce it why is it that certain
people routinely put their survival at risk by smoking why is it that some women make locomotion difficult for
themselves by donning high heel footwear are there unconscious forces at work behind such strange behaviors this
book will attempt to answer such questions by claiming that these behaviors are meaningful in culture specific ways
the discipline that studies such behaviors and their relation to meanings is called semiotics semiotics probes the
human condition in its own peculiar way by unraveling the meanings of signs which motivate not only the wearing
of high heel shoes but also the construction of words and art forms now in its third edition this landmark
introduction to semiotics has been updated with a wealth of new content focusing on the many developments in
digital culture since the previous edition with the addition of topics such as memes selfies social media profiles and
even mafia discourse the new edition comprehensively covers new trends in culture while streamlining treatments
of basic semiotics contents
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Computer Vision, Imaging and Computer Graphics Theory and
Applications 2017-08-08
this book constitutes thoroughly revised and selected papers from the 11th international joint conference on
computer vision imaging and computer graphics theory and applications visigrapp 2016 held in rome italy in
february 2016 visigrapp comprises grapp international conference on computer graphics theory and applications
ivapp international conference on information visualization theory and applications and visapp international
conference on computer vision theory and applications the 28 thoroughly revised and extended papers presented
in this volume were carefully reviewed and selected from 338 submissions the book also contains one invited talk in
full paper length the regular papers were organized in topical sections named computer graphics theory and
applications information visualization theory and applications and computer vision theory and applications

Encyclopedia of Gender and Society 2008-11-26
2009 rusa outstanding reference choice outstanding academic title for 2009 given both the interdisciplinarity of the
field of gender scholarship and the immense significance of gender to both indviduals and societies it is probably
impossible to produce such a compendium the editor advisory team and contributors are to be credited for tackling
a project of such immense scope o brien s commitment to the possibility of a more informed discourse on the highly
complex and nuanced topic of gender and society promises to benefit a broad readership highly recommended for
academic libraries of all sizes and for large public libraries booklist starred review all topics in this wide ranging
resource are addressed in an unbiased and unprejudiced manner and facts are stated clearly and coherently the
coverage of changing topics is kept current a valuable addition to any library library journal for decades scholars of
gender have been documenting and analyzing the various ways in which gender shapes individual lives cultural
beliefs and practices and social and economic organization including contributions by experts in the field the
encyclopedia of gender and society covers the major theories research people and issues in contemporary gender
studies this comprehensive two volume encyclopedia is distinguished by a cross national cross cultural perspective
that provides comparative analyses of the life experiences of men and women around the world key features
provides users with a gender lens on society by focusing on significant gender scholarship within commonly
recognized areas of social research offers framing essays that summarize commonly used concepts and directions
of research and provide an overview of each area e g media and gender socialization religion gender roles in
sexuality and reproduction women s social movements history of examines basic aspects of social life from the
most individual self and identity to the most global transnational economics and politics contains new information
on well known subjects including surprising facts that may counter common assumptions and research in areas of
study where the impact of gender has been traditionally overlooked reflects cutting edge discussion and
scholarship on current issues and debates regarding gender and society

Fashion and Cultural Studies 2013-08-01
bridging theory and practice this accessible text provides an introduction to fashion from both cultural studies and
fashion studies perspectives and addresses the growing interaction between the two fields cultural studies relies on
fashion to exemplify change as well as continuity examine identity and difference agency and structure and
production and consumption fashion meanwhile benefits from the interpretative lens of cultural studies its key
concepts contextual flexibility and attention to bridging high and popular culture contemporary and historical
perspectives and diverse identity issues and methodologies organised thematically the book uses a wide range of
cross cultural case studies to explore ethnicity class gender and nation through fashion and explains the ways in
which these notions interact and overlap drawing on intersectionality theory in feminist theory and cultural studies
fashion and cultural studies is essential reading for students and scholars

Introducing Intercultural Communication 2018-12-10
taking a truly global perspective this textbook presents concepts theories and applications from the field of
intercultural communication in a lively and easy to follow style the third edition features new international case
studies to tie theory to real world practices including the european refugee crisis chinese food culture and barbie
dolls and beauty

Women and Men in Management 2010-05-27
my students love this book it is well written communicates points clearly and is informative mary e guy university of
colorado denver this is by far the most authoritative text on the subject paula hooper mayhew fairleigh dickinson
universitythis bestseller provides a comprehensive survey and review of the literature on gender in organizations
referencing the most recent employment and research data the book covers employment decisions work teams
leadership sexual harassment workplace romance career development and work and family in a final chapter gary n
powell provides specific research based strategies for both the individual and the organization to promote an
organizational culture of nondiscrimination diversity and inclusion new to this editioncompletely revised chapter 1 a
new section titled on the psychology of sex situates the book in the context of workplace issues in the first decade
of the 21st century thoroughly updated tables and statistics one of the book s strengths is the comprehensive
coverage and analysis of the latest available employment data revised chapter opening vignettes making the
volume more current new and additional vignettes enhance the coverage of today s workplace more emphasis on
the global workforce chapters carry additional examples as well as more references to international comparisons
such as chinese family structures in chapter 8 an instructor teaching site available at sagepub com powell4einstr
the instructor materials contain a short essay test bank powerpoint slides and journal articles organized by chapter
to enhance the topical coverage through the latest academic research this is a core text for gender and
management or gender in organizations courses in departments of business management public administration and
policy women s studies communication and sociology
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The Big Book of Girl Stuff 2014-08-21
as a middle school teacher author bart king listened carefully to the wisdom of his girl students along with his five
sisters their knowledge made the big book of girl stuff a classic that parenting magazine has called a must have for
girls this updated and redesigned edition of the big book of girl stuff is still loaded with fascinating facts activities
quotes games and insightful information and advice on important topics this humorous and informative resource is
filled with everything a girl needs to know and celebrates all the things that make being a girl so wonderful and not
only is it a perfect handbook for preteens tweens and teens but it will delight moms aunts and big sisters as well

No Slam Dunk 2018-05-30
in just a few decades sport has undergone a radical gender transformation however cheryl cooky and michael a
messner suggest that the progress toward gender equity in sports is far from complete the continuing barriers to
full and equal participation for young people the far lower pay for most elite level women athletes and the
continuing dearth of fair and equal media coverage all underline how much still has yet to change before we see
gender equality in sports the chapters in no slam dunk show that is this not simply a story of an unfinished
revolution rather they contend it is simplistic optimism to assume that we are currently nearing the conclusion of a
story of linear progress that ends with a certain future of equality and justice this book provides important
theoretical and empirical insights into the contemporary world of sports to help explain the unevenness of social
change and how despite significant progress gender equality in sports has been no slam dunk

Girl Culture [2 volumes] 2007-12-30
never before has so much popular culture been produced about what it means to be a girl in today s society from
the first appearance of nancy drew in 1930 to seventeen magazine in 1944 to the emergence of bratz dolls in 2001
girl culture has been increasingly linked to popular culture and an escalating of commodities directed towards girls
of all ages editors claudia a mitchell and jacqueline reid walsh investigate the increasingly complex relationships
struggles obsessions and idols of american tween and teen girls who are growing up faster today than ever before
from pre school to high school and beyond girl culture tackles numerous hot button issues including the recent
barrage of advertising geared toward very young girls emphasizing sexuality and extreme thinness nothing is off
limits body image peer pressure cliques gangs and plastic surgery are among the over 250 in depth entries
highlighted comprehensive in its coverage of the twenty and twenty first century trendsetters fashion literature film
in group rituals and hot button issues that shape and are shaped by girl culture this two volume resource offers a
wealth of information to help students educators and interested readers better understand the ongoing interplay
between girls and mainstream culture

Principles of Marketing 1992
why did nobody tell me that the gurus don t always know best that you don t have to get your figure back six weeks
after birth that you don t need to worry about the other parents at the school gates that it s okay to let them eat
dirt that you don t have to have a naughty stepand most importantly that you should never buy a guinea pig drawn
from the message boards of mumsnet com and based on the assumption that if thousands of parents have found a
piece of advice to be helpful then you can be pretty sure it s worth knowing this book shapes that collective wisdom
into dozens of dos and don ts that will lead you through the minefield that is twenty first century parenting

Why Did Nobody Tell Me? 2012-01-01
collections of short stories mostly reflecting every day life and its vicissitudes

Walking and Other Short Stories 2014-11-04
a hair raising account of a barbie dreamhouse size jarndyce and jarndyce jill lepore the new yorker this provocative
work spotlights the legal battles between behemoth mattel and audacious mga over incredibly successful toys and
the ownership of an idea law professor orly lobel deeply researched this riveting story interviewing those involved
to draw attention to the contentious debate over creativity and intellectual property she also explores female
images and how we market cultural icons from the doll that inspired all american barbie to the defiant anti
establishment bratz the only doll to outsell barbie in any year

You Don't Own Me: How Mattel v. MGA Entertainment Exposed
Barbie's Dark Side 2017-11-14
from distant stars to a cocoa beach hooters derwin mak s short fiction takes readers through tales of mystery
wonder and horror ethnic traditions meld with fantastic visions in these twelve stories about memory fabric eldritch
gods during the salem witch trials and of course mecha jesus japan s very own android kami

Mecha-Jesus and Other Stories 2024-03-08
in the past when sport simply excluded girls the equation of males with active athletic power and of females with
weakness and passivity seemed to come easily almost naturally now however with girls and women s dramatic
movement into sport the process of exclusion has become a bit subtler a bit more complicated and yet as michael
messner shows us in this provocative book no less effective in taking the field messner argues that despite
profound changes the world of sport largely retains and continues its longtime conservative role in gender relations
to explore the current paradoxes of gender in sport messner identifies and investigates three levels at which the
center of sport is constructed the day to day practices of sport participants the structured rules and hierarchies of
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sport institutions and the dominant symbols and belief systems transmitted by the major sports media using these
insights he analyzes a moment of gender construction in the lives of four and five year old children at a soccer
opening ceremony the way men s violence is expressed through sport the interplay of financial interests and
dominant men s investment in maintaining the status quo in the face of recent challenges and the cultural imagery
at the core of sport particularly televised sports through these examinations messner lays bare the practices and
ideas that buttress as well as those that seek to disrupt the masculine center of sport taking the field exposes the
subtle and not so subtle ways in which men and women collectively construct gender through their interactions
interactions contextualized in the institutions and symbols of sport

Taking The Field 2002-07-17
buy black examines the role american black women play in black consumption in the us and worldwide with a focus
on their pivotal role in packaging black feminine identity since the 1960s through an exploration of the dolls
princesses and rags to riches stories that represent black girlhood and womanhood in everything from haircare to
nicki minaj s hip hop aria s halliday spotlights how the products created by black women have furthered black
women s position as the moral compass and arbiter of black racial progress far ranging and bold buy black reveals
what attitudes inform a contemporary black sensibility based in representation and consumerism it also traces the
parameters of black symbolic power mapping the sites where intraracial ideals of blackness womanhood beauty
play and sexuality meet and mix in consumer and popular culture

Buy Black 2022-04-26
the video sharing platform youtube signals exciting opportunities and challenges for shakespeare studies as patron
distributor and archive youtube occasions new forms of user generated shakespeares yet a reduced bard too
subject to the distractions of the contemporary networked mediascape this book identifies the genres of youtube
shakespeare interpreting them through theories of remediation and media convergence and as indices of
shakespeare s shifting cultural meanings exploring the intersection of youtube s participatory culture its invitation
to broadcast yourself with its corporate logic the book argues that youtube shakespeare is a site of productive
tension between new forms of self expression and the homogenizing effects of mass culture stephen o neill unfolds
the range of youtube s bardic productions to elaborate on their potential as teaching and learning resources the
book importantly argues for a critical media literacy one that attends to identity constructions and to the politics of
race and gender as they emerge through shakespeare s new media forms shakespeare and youtube will be of
interest to students and scholars of shakespearean drama poetry and adaptations as well as to new media studies

Shakespeare and YouTube 2014-04-24
the sage encyclopedia of children and childhood studies navigates our understanding of the historical political social
and cultural dimensions of childhood transdisciplinary and transnational in content and scope the encyclopedia both
reflects and enables the wide range of approaches fields and understandings that have been brought to bear on the
ever transforming problem of the child over the last four decades this four volume encyclopedia covers a wide
range of themes and topics including social constructions of childhood children s rights politics representations
geographies child specific research methods histories of childhood transnational childhoods sociology anthropology
of childhood theories and theorists key concepts this interdisciplinary encyclopedia will be of interest to students
and researchers in childhood studies sociology anthropology psychology education social welfare cultural studies
gender studies disabilty studies

The SAGE Encyclopedia of Children and Childhood Studies
2020-04-20
artificial bodies constructed in human likeness from uncanny automatons to mechanical dolls have long played a
complex and subtle role in human identity and culture this book takes a range of these bodies from antiquity to the
present day to explore how we seek out echoes caricatures and replications of ourselves in order to make sense of
the complex world in which we live packed with case studies from the commedia del arte to hans bellmer and the
1980s supermodel this volume explores the divide between the real and the constructed arguing that the body
other plays a crucial role in the formation of the self physically and psychologically leading scholar adam geczy
contends that the natural body has been replaced by a series of imaginary archetypes in our post modern world
central to which is the figure of the doll the artificial body in fashion and art provides a much needed synthesis of
constructed bodies across time and place drawing on fashion theory theatre studies and material culture to explore
what the body means in the realms of identity gender performance and art

The Artificial Body in Fashion and Art 2016-11-03
challenging the notion of feminism as a unified discourse this book assembles writings that address art film
architecture popular culture new media and other visual fields from a feminist perspective the book combines
classic texts with six newly commissioned pieces articles are grouped into thematic sections each introduced by the
editor providing a framework within which to understand the shifts in feminist thinking in visual studies as well as
an overview of major feminist theories of the visual this reader also explores how issues of race class nationality
and sexuality enter into debates about feminism in the field of the visual book cover

The Feminism and Visual Culture Reader 2003
do milestones feel like millstones does the thought ofwaiting at the school gate make you more nervous than
yourfive year old do you find yourself sometimes tempted to just let your childrenfight to the death and does
flicking through childcare books leave you feelingmostly bewildered and blamed then themumsnet rules are what
you have been waiting for drawn from the message boards of mumsnet com and based onthe assumption that if
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thousands of parents have found a piece of advice to behelpful then you can be pretty sure it s worth knowing this
book shapes thatcollective wisdom into dozens of dos and don ts that will lead you through theminefield that is
twenty first century parenting from tantrums to teenagers parasites to parties competitive parenting to choosing
the right school the mumsnetrules will arm you with the insight that usually only comes withhindsight as well as
teaching you how to make a very classy easter bonnet outof a kfc bucket

The Mumsnet Rules 2011-06-06
an essential reference for students curators and scholars of fashion cultural studies and the expanding range of
disciplines that see fashion as imbued with meaning far beyond the material over 300 in depth entries covering
designers articles of clothing key concepts and styles edited and introduced by valerie steele a scholar who has
revolutionized the study of fashion and who has been described by the washington post as one of fashion s
brainiest women derided by some as frivolous even dangerous and celebrated by others as art fashion is anything
but a neutral topic behind the hype and the glamour is an industry that affects all cultures of the world a potent
force in the global economy fashion is also highly influential in everyday lives even amongst those who may feel
impervious this handy volume is a one stop reference for anyone interested in fashion its meaning history and
theory from avedon to codpiece dandyism to the g string japanese fashion to subcultures trickle down to zoot suit
the berg companion to fashion provides a comprehensive overview of this most fascinating of topics and will serve
as the benchmark guide to the subject for many years to come

Taboo 2003
2008 choice outstanding academic title from beer ads in the sports illustrated swimsuit issue to four year old boys
and girls playing soccer from male athletes sexual violence against women to homophobia and racism in sport out
of play analyzes connections between gender and sport from the 1980s to the present the book illuminates a wide
range of contemporary issues in popular culture children s sports and women s and men s college and professional
sports each chapter is preceded by a short introduction that lays out the context in which the piece was written
drawing on his own memories as a former athlete informal observations of his children s sports activities and more
formal research such as life history interviews with athletes and content analyses of sports media michael a
messner presents a multifaceted picture of gender constructed through an array of personalities institutions
cultural symbols and everyday interactions

The Berg Companion to Fashion 2015-08-01
nostalgia isn t what it used to be for many of us modern memory is shaped less by a longing for the social customs
and practices of the past or for family heirlooms handed down over generations and more by childhood encounters
with ephemeral commercial goods and fleeting media moments in our age of fast capitalism this phenomenon has
given rise to communities of nostalgia whose members remain loyal to the toys television and music of their youth
they return to the theme parks and pastimes of their upbringing hoping to reclaim that feeling of childhood wonder
or teenage freedom consumed nostalgia took definite shape in the 1970s spurred by an increase in the turnover of
consumer goods the commercialization of childhood and the skillful marketing of nostalgia gary cross immerses
readers in this fascinating and often delightful history unpacking the cultural dynamics that turn pop tunes into
oldies and childhood toys into valuable commodities he compares the limited appeal of heritage sites such as
colonial williamsburg to the perpetually attractive power of a disney theme park and reveals how consumed
nostalgia shapes how we cope with accelerating change today nostalgia can be owned collected and easily
accessed making it less elusive and often more fun than in the past but its commercialization has sometimes
limited memory and complicated the positive goals of recollection by unmasking the fascinating idiosyncratic
character of modern nostalgia cross helps us better understand the rituals of recall in an age of fast capitalism

Out of Play 2010-03-25
a comparison of the cultural and political institutional dimensions of war s impact on greece during the
peloponnesian war and the united states and the two koreas north and south during the korean war it demonstrates
the many underlying similarities between the two wars

Consumed Nostalgia 2015-09-08
feminist anthropology surveys the history of feminist anthropology and offers students and scholars a fascinating
collection of both classic and contemporary articles grouped to highlight key themes from the past and present
offers vibrant examples of feminist ethnographic work rather than synthetic overviews of the field each section is
framed by a theoretical and bibliographic essay includes a thoughtful introduction to the volume that provides
context and discusses the intellectual foremothers of the field including margaret mead ruth landes phyllis kaberry
and zora neale hurston

United States Customs Court Reports 1968-07
this innovative book traces the impact of tradition on modern humour across several asian countries and their
cultures using examples from japan korea indonesia and chinese cultures in mainland china hong kong and taiwan
the contributors explore the different cultural rules for creating and sharing humour humour can be a powerful
lubricant when correctly interpreted mis interpreted it is likely to cause considerable setbacks over time it has
emerged and submerged in different periods and different forms in all these countries but today s conventions still
reflect traditional attitudes to and assumptions about what is appropriate in creating and using humour under close
examination milner davis and her colleagues show how forms and conventions that differ from those in the west
can also be seen to possess elements in common with examples including mencian and other classical texts
balinese traditional verbal humour korean and taiwanese workplace humour japanese laughter ceremonies
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performances and cartoons as well as contemporary chinese language films and videos they engage with a wide
range of forms and traditions this fascinating collection of studies will be of great interest to students and scholars
of many asian cultures and also to those with a broader interest in humour studies it highlights the increasing
importance of understanding a wider range of cultural values in the present era of globalized communication and
the importance of reliable studies of why and how cultures that are geographically related differ in their traditional
uses of and assumptions about humour

Screened Out: How the Media Control Us and What We Can Do About
it 2016-07-01
by following a group of four contemporary girls including her younger self as they come of age in the seventies wolf
shows how our culture tries to shape and confine women s desire embarking on a voyage of discovery she
illustrates how flawed and prescribed are the notions of what women want and how these change through the ages
from taoist techniques for giving women pleasure to victorian repression and the so called liberated nineties
drawing on scholarly texts secret diaries real life and fantasy she demonstrates that female sexuality is wilder more
demanding and more powerful than our culture dares to accept

Feminist Anthropology 2006-02-03
religion and popular culture is a fast growing field that spans a variety of disciplines this volume offers the first real
survey of the field to date and provides a guide for the work of future scholars it explores key issues of definition
and of methodology religious encounters with popular culture across media material culture and space ranging
from videogames and social networks to cooking and kitsch architecture and national monuments representations
of religious traditions in the media and popular culture including important non western spheres such as bollywood
this companion will serve as an enjoyable and informative resource for students and a stimulus to future scholarly
work

Humour in Asian Cultures 2022-06-30
it s a self help book written for the benefit of young generation who are struggling to find their place in a currently
prevailing highly competitive recession hit economy the book highlights the fact that cultivating the habit of
innovative thinking is the only solution for young generation to survive and grow in this ruthless business world it
teaches you how to be innovative and how to use this newly developed skill it also highlights the importance soft
skill development in the career building rather than relying strictly on academic education focusing on proficiency is
more important than piling up degrees on your name that s the message in the book though formal education is
important but only relying on academic excellence is not enough to build a strong career

Promiscuities 2011-05-31
a raw and bold memoir about abuse and addiction and the power of expression and community that helped
stephanie kuehnert the author of ballads of suburbia and regular rookie contributor survive and thrive told in varied
narrative styles including journal entries original illustration and pages torn from her actual diaries and zines this is
the memoir of stephanie s life as a struggling outsider who survived substance and relationship abuse to become a
strong young woman after years and years trapped in a cycle that sometimes seemed to have no escape

The Routledge Companion to Religion and Popular Culture
2015-03-27
a l graziadei s icebreaker is an irresistible ya debut about two hockey players fighting to be the best and the
romance that catches them by surprise along the way seventeen year old mickey james iii is a college freshman a
brother to five sisters and a hockey legacy with a father and a grandfather who have gone down in nhl history
mickey is almost guaranteed the league s top draft spot the only person standing in his way is jaysen caulfield a
contender for the 1 spot and mickey s infuriating and infuriatingly attractive teammate when rivalry turns to
something more mickey will have to decide what he really wants and what he s willing to risk for it this is a story
about falling in love finding your team on and off the ice and choosing your own path

Cultivate the Habit of Innovative Thinking 2018-10-20
distinguished international scholars from a wide range of disciplines explore consumption and its relation to
learning identity development and education this volume is unique within the literature of education in its
examination of educational sites both formal and informal where learners and teachers are resisting consumerism
and enacting a critical pedagogy of consumption

Pieces of a Girl 2024-03-26

Icebreaker 2022-01-18

Critical Pedagogies of Consumption 2010-09-28
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